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Švédsko spouští mezinárodní kampaň na potlačení
toku migrantů
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Švédská vláda zahájila mezinárodní informační kampaň, aby šířila

poselství o „změně paradigmatu“ ve své imigrační politice. Cílem je

odradit více imigrantů od příchodu do severské země.

"Jde o to podat přesný popis toho, jak švédská migrační politika

vypadá a bude vypadat," řekla na tiskové konferenci ministryně pro

imigraci Maria Malmer Stenergardová z Umírněné strany. Ve

Švédsku se tak podle ní sníží počet žádostí o azyl.

Součástí kampaně jsou mimo jiné informační balíčky pro zahraniční

úřady a poskytování cílené komunikace zahraničním médiím,

tiskovým agenturám a zastupitelským úřadům.

Ministr pro imigraci zdůraznil, že v současnosti dvě třetiny žadatelů

o azyl, kteří přicházejí do Evropy, postrádají důvody pro ochranu.

Informování těchto lidí o předpisech, které platí, podle ní zkrátí

jejich utrpení, pokud budou nakonec nuceni se vrátit.

Předseda parlamentní skupiny Švédských demokratů Henrik Vinge

zdůraznil, že je důležité informovat, že kdysi extrémně štědrá

švédská azylová politika již není tak štědrá .

Vláda také zdůraznila, že během prvních 100 dnů ve funkci zavedla

řadu opatření k řešení migračních problémů. Mimo jiné byly

rozšířeny vnitřní kontroly cizinců a byl posílen boj proti nelegálnímu
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přistěhovalectví. Vláda také zdůraznila svůj trvalý důraz na

„dobrovolnou repatriaci“.

Jde o výrazný posun od mnohem přepychovější imigrační politiky

Umírněných, kterou uplatňovali během jejich předchozího působení

u moci za tehdejšího premiéra Fredrika Reinfeldta, který usiloval o

proměnu Švédska v „humanitární supervelmoc“ a dokonce vyzval své

krajany, aby „otevřeli jejich srdce“ a přijmou masovou imigraci.

13. prosince 2022, 07:00 GMT

To je často připisováno vlivu národně-konzervativních Švédských

demokratů, kteří se nad vládním akčním plánem rýsují, přestože

nemají žádné posty ministrů. Švédští demokraté, dříve ostrakizovaní

celým švédským politickým establishmentem, byli dlouho jedinou

stranou, která prosazovala omezenou imigraci a od levicově

orientovaného tisku si vysloužila přídomky od „rasistických“ po

„bigotní“. V roce 2022 však předvedli své nejlepší vystoupení, když se

stali druhou největší stranou v zemi a stali se klíčovým spojencem

jinak křehké menšinové vlády vedené Umírněnými.

Důležitý milník ve švédském přístupu k imigraci byl dosažen před

několika lety, kdy bývalý premiér Stefan Lofven po letech náročného

popírání konečně přiznal roli špatné integrace nově příchozích v

rostoucí kriminalitě a těžkém násilí, které zachvátilo kdysi

mírumilovný národ. . Když zpravodajskému cyklu začala dominovat
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střelba gangů , změnili svou rétoriku i levicoví a proimigrační

sociální demokraté.

Možná není překvapením, že kriminalita související s

přistěhovalectvím se stala ústředním bodem voleb v roce 2022, kdy

se začaly otevřeně diskutovat kdysi opomíjené pojmy jako „paralelní

společnosti“ a „no-go zóny“. Sám Kristersson kandidoval na

platformu „ narovnání Švédska “ a zavázal se, že bude potlačovat

kriminalitu a násilí související s imigranty.
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Dědictví afrického potomka je jasné a problémy rasismu a

diskriminace z koloniálního období v dnešní Kolumbii přetrvávají.

Podle Národního statistického úřadu kolumbijské vlády (DANE)

tvoří černošská, afro-kolumbijská, raizalská a palenquerská populace

v této jihoamerické zemi celkem více než 4,6 milionu lidí, neboli 9,34

% kolumbijské populace.

Sputnik spoke with Afro-Colombian sociologist Lemeva

Leidys Valderrama about some examples of resistance by these

communities in her country, as well as the current challenges in the

fight against racism.

"Much of what is said about us is said from the perspective of white

people who have had the power to write history and do science and

academia," she noted.

"These consequences [from colonial slavery] survive, and this

epistemic racism is real and tangible, and it survives in reality; Afro-

descendant populations in Colombia continue to suffer from it,"

Valderrama summarized.
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4 December 2022, 12:53 GMT

Black King Against Slavery

At the end of the 16th century, a period in which the conquest and

colonization of several territories of the American continent was

consolidated in the hands of the Spanish Empire, a leader emerged

against the trafficking of millions of kidnapped and enslaved people

of African origin. His name was Domingo Benkos Biohó.

Probably originally from Guinea-Bissau, Benkos Biohó was

kidnapped by Portuguese traffickers and sent to Cartagena de Indias,

"one of the main slave ports that the Spanish had in their colonies in

the Caribbean and South America" on the northern coast of

Colombia.

"Benkos Biohó, along with other enslaved men and women, fled to

the interior of the savannahs and mountains surrounding Cartagena

de Indias because of the inhumane conditions under which they lived

under the oppression of slavery. These places, inaccessible, served as

a refuge and settlement for hundreds of slaves fleeing their masters,"

according to Señal Memoria, an initiative to preserve the audiovisual

heritage of Colombia.

Thus, Palenqueros and Maroons escaping oppression developed

social and cultural networks in their own communities to resist
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slavery in the New Kingdom of Granada, the name for the region

during the colonial period.

"King Benkos Biohó is one of the greatest examples of the

construction and creation of Maroonism in the Americas," said

sociologist Valderrama.

In addition to his struggle for the Blacks of Colombia, this social

leader led the process of building the precursors of the modern state

through the organization of palenques, or free towns for escaped

slaves, according to the expert consulted, made up of men and

women who had escaped from slavery.

"Benkos Bihó became a leader who made it possible to transform the

imaginary around the process of colonization and enslavement,

showing that it was possible to escape this practice, this institution,

and also that new conditions should be generated to inhabit these

new territories, these territories built as palenques," Valderrama

noted.

28 October 2022, 10:08 GMT

Importance of Hair

The sociologist says that Benko's Biohó remains alive in the

resistance of Afro-descendant women who continue to weave their

identity processes, in which hair has played a fundamental role.
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"The hair was very important in the construction of these palenquero

or palenquista societies, because it was there that the seeds and

materials or metals that were planted in this new land, in this

palenque, were kept," she noted.

Using braids and combs, these women built maps of freedom on

their heads to live, in addition to saving seeds, the sociologist

explained, for resistance and food supply in places of struggle.

Sociologist Lina María Vargas Álvarez, a graduate of the

National University of Colombia, studied how hair was used to

plan these liberation strategies. "In order to plan the escape from

their masters, the women gathered around the heads of the smallest

ones and, thanks to the observation from the mountains, they

designed a map full of paths and escape routes, locating the highest

mountains, rivers and trees," she noted in her thesis Poética del

peinado colombiano (Poetics of the Colombian Hairstyle).

"People who saw them could know where to go. The language on the

body, with codes unknown to the masters, allowed people to escape.

Thus, hairstyles, which could have served as markers of tribal and

ethnic affiliation and even social status, played a preeminent role as a

beautiful but complicated and secret language for those who did not

know it," the university professor added.
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A swampy terrain was represented in the hairstyles with furrows, in

addition to tracing the displacements according to the direction of

the hair, Vargas Alvarez explained in a testimony collected in her

academic work.

"When they went to the fields, when they went to sow, they went

through the mountains, so they knew where the mountain was more,

more difficult for the others to reach them, so they wove the fabric,

let's say, of the strategy," she explained.

In addition to collecting seeds, Afro-descendant women

also kept valuables such as gold and platinum in their hair

to use to their advantage and to protect them from thieves

and slavers.

Lively Gatherings Around Hair

Sociologist Vargas Álvarez also noted that hair continues to represent

a meeting space, as hair salons are used by Afro-Colombian

communities to meet and share, as areas of identification.
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"Today, these aesthetic representations of the braiding of Afro-

descendant populations, led by Afro-descendant women, continue to

constitute and represent processes of resistance to generate a new

vision and keep alive that ancestral legacy that allowed our ancestors

to regain their freedom," Valderrama told Sputnik.

Other examples of creativity toward liberation can be found in Afro-

descendant spirituality, she noted, as the ancestors used the

Christianity imposed by the conquerors to hide in it the roots of their

own religious creed.

"This spirituality survives and is reflected in the mortuary rites

through which the dead are said goodbye, and there are different

rites for different ages or different types of representations

depending on the rank of leadership or importance that the person

has in their community, if they are a wise man or if they are a child,

the mortuary rite is different," she explained.

© AFP 2023
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Afro-descendant deities, she described, bypassed the ideological

vigilance of the Catholic Church to continue to express themselves

among Colombians.

"There is also the question of language: San Basilio de Palenque

created its own language, which today is a language that is part of the

heritage of humanity, this language is called Palenquero," she said.

"These Maroons and libertarians built their own language using the

elements of the language that was imposed in that colonization -

slavery - and the elements that they managed to reserve or preserve

from Africa."

Violence Still Being Exercised

Racial discrimination is still practiced in Colombia, Valderrama

denounced, and it is particularly evident, as she illustrates, in the

invisibility of their contributions to the process of nation-building in

this South American country.

"People still think that our only contribution is in folklore, but Afro-

Colombians built a nation, proposed a different vision of society, and

somehow always bet on the transformation of the country through

peace processes, community processes, based on dialogue

processes," she said.

According to Valderrama, these populations practice the African

philosophy of “Ubuntu”, which, according to the National

Autonomous University of Mexico (UNAM), supports the belief that

there is a universal human bond that invites mutual care through an

essential connection.

University Professor Jaco Hoffman, a lecturer in South

Africa, explains that the underlying concept of Ubuntu is respect for

oneself and others. "So, if you are able to see others, even strangers,

as full human beings, you will never treat them badly or as if they

were inferior."
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"Afro-descendant women's hair is still stigmatized, especially black

or Afro-descendant women; there are many, many memes and very

harmful publications about Afro-descendant women's aesthetics," he

said.

During Colombian President Gustavo Petro's presidential campaign,

the Afro-descendant Francia Márquez, Colombia's first black woman

vice president, was the focus of racist attacks because of her

background, Valderrama recalled.

Making Afro-Descendant President Invisible

The sociologist denounces that invisibilization contributes to the

constant violence that Afro-Colombian populations continue to be

accused of being ugly. A clear example of this is the erasure from

history of Colombia's first Afro-descendant president.

It was not until the administration of Juan Manuel Santos (2010-

2018) that the figure of Juan José Nieto Gil was recovered and his

presence in Colombian political life was recognized, the expert noted.

"This shows the structural racism that survives in the genesis of

Colombian society, which renders Afro-descendants invisible and

only takes them into account to amuse or entertain," the sociologist

lamented.

The testimonies of resistance of the black and Afro-descendant

community in Colombia, despite their political eloquence, have also

been erased and minimized by official history, Valderrama said.

"It has been the Afro-descendant population itself, with a minimal

participation of academia, that has been able to make visible these

contributions and these other realities of struggle and

transformation of Afro-descendant populations," the sociologist

acknowledged.
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The appearance of these populations in official books was allowed

only when they articulated discrimination against them and

discrediting stigmas, such as accusing them of laziness or

encapsulating them in prejudices such as "they were only good for

dancing".
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Importance of Representation

It is not in the hands of Vice President Francia Márquez to reverse a

structural problem such as Colombian racism, much less with magic

formulas, asserts sociologist Valderrama, but it is important to see

her occupy spaces of power because it will allow boys and girls to feel

capable of reaching them, more confident.

Kromě toho poznamenala, že jak Petro, tak Márquez prosazovali

politiky, které řeší kolumbijský rasový problém a otevírají dveře

požadavkům těchto komunit v procesu, který zahrnuje celou zemi v

uznání její rozmanitosti.
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